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Let A be a (nonlinear) mapping of monotone type from the real Banach 
space X into its conjugate space X*. The solvability of the functional equation 
Au = 0 in a given open subset of X is investigated under the assumption that 
A = A, is homotopic to an odd mapping A,. The same problem is then 
studied for A of the form A = T + B, with T a maximal monotone mapping 
of X into the set 2X* of all subse ts of X*, and B of monotone type. The results 
are used to derive criterions of Fredholm alternative type for the solvability of 
the equation Au = j, provided A is asymptotically homogeneous and odd. 
Applications to nonlinear Hammerstein integral equations and to elliptic 
boundary value problems are given. 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of the real Banach space X and A 
a mapping from the closure cl(Q) of !2 in X into the conjugate space 
X*. In the present paper we are concerned with the solvability of the 
functional equation 
Au = 0 (1) 
in Q, provided the mapping A = A, is of monotone type and homo- 
topic to an odd operator A,, while B contains 0 and is symmetric 
about the origin. 
This problem has been treated already by various mathematicians. 
In [15] Browder and Petryshyn define a generalized topological degree 
for so-called A-proper mappings which has the basic properties of the 
classical Leray-Schauder degree. Browder [lo] applies this generalized 
degree theory to concrete classes of bounded A-proper mappings from 
a separable reflexive space X into X *, the most important of which is 
the class of mappings of type (S)+. This class of operators has been 
introduced by Browder [8] for the study of nonlinear elliptic eigen- 
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value problems (see also [9, 19, 201). Denoting by (w, u) the duality 
pairing between elements w E X* and u E X, mappings of type (S)+ 
are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. A mapping T from a closed subset C of X into X* 
is said to be of type (S)+ if each sequence {zJ~} in C converging weakly 
to some u in X, for which limsup( Tu, , u, - u) < 0, is in fact strongly 
convergent. 
Based on an extension of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem [3,27], Browder 
shows that Eq. (1) is solvable if A, is homotopic to an odd mapping 
A, through a homotopy A,u = A(u, t): cl(Q) x [0, l] -+ X* which is 
continuous in t, uniformly with respect to u in cl(Q), with each oper- 
ator A, from cl(Q) into X* being bounded, continuous, and of 
type (s)+. 
A result identical with one derived by Browder [lo] is also proved 
in a more straightforward way by Figueiredo-Gupta in [16] without 
reference to generalized degree theory, but still under the assumptions 
that the space X is separable and the mappings A, are bounded and 
continuous. 
First existence theorems involving homotopy arguments for 
mappings in nonseparable Banach spaces were given by Necas [28] and 
the writer [19]. Necas considers Eq. (1) for A = A, a demicontinuous 
bounded mapping, assuming that the homotopy A(u, t) is through 
bounded demicontinuous mappings A, of type (S)+. In [19], a related 
approach which seems to be simpler, and which is also applicable to 
nonlinear eigenvalue problems in nonseparable spaces, is given. It is 
however required that the mappings A, are continuous. 
In Section 1 of this note we first generalize Necas’ result of [28] to 
the situation where the mappings A, of the homotopy A(u, t) are 
unbounded and demicontinuous. Applying a new theorem by Troyanski 
[31] which implies that each reflexive Banach space X has an equiv- 
alent norm in which both X and X* are locally uniformly convex, we 
then prove a result on the solvability of Eq. (1) for A a pseudo- 
monotone mapping. The class of pseudo-monotone operators contains 
demicontinuous mappings of type (S)+ as well as monotone operators 
and is extensively studied in [4, 10-12, 141, where various existence 
theorems for the coercive case are given. 
In Section 2 we treat the solvability of Eq. (1) for the case that A is 
of the form A = T + B, with T a maximal monotone mapping from 
X into the set 2x* of all subsets of X*, and B a mapping of monotone 
type. In order to apply the homotopy results obtained in Section 1, 
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we approximate the operator T by single-valued, everywhere defined 
maximal monotone operators T,(h > 0), modifying an approximation 
procedure derived by BrCzis-Crandall-Pazy [4] for the study of the 
sum of two maximal monotone mappings (compare also [14]). 
In Section 3 we apply the results of the former sections to asymp- 
totically homogeneous and odd equations and obtain existence 
theorems of Fredholm alternative type. Our results trengthen related 
assertions by Pochoiajev [30], Browder [9] and Necas [28] and will be 
applied in Section 5 to nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems. 
Section 4 brings an investigation of the solvability of the 
Hammerstein equation u + TAu = f under the assumption that A is 
asymptotically homogeneous and odd and T is linear. We derive 
solvability criterions of Fredholm alternative type which so far have 
been obtained only in the special case where the linear mapping T 
is compact (NeEas [28]). 
In the closing Section 5 we use the results of Section 3 in order to 
get conditions for the solvability of the generalized Dirichlet problem 
for a nonlinear elliptic differential equation with degenerate 
coefficients, extending results given by the writer for the linear case 
in [18]. 
A part of our results has been announced in [21]. 
1. We start our detailed discussion with a result on the 
solvability ofthe functional equation Au = 0 in a given open bounded 
subset Q of the Banach space X, with A being a mapping of type (S)+ 
from the closure cl(Q) of Sz into the conjugate space X* of X. For a 
mapping T from X into the set 2x* of all subsets of X*, the effective 
domain D(T) is given by D(T) = (u E X: Tu f 41. The graph C(T) 
of T is then the subset of X x X* defined by 
G(T) = {[u, w] E X x X*: u E D(T), w E 2-u). 
The mapping T is said to be odd if [-U, -w] E G(T) provided 
[u, w] E G(T). A single-valued mapping T : X --f X* is demicontinuous 
if u, -+ u implies that Tu, - Tu; here we use the symbols “-+” and 
“-” to denote strong and weak convergence, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a real re$exive Banach space and 52 an open 
bounded subset of X containing 0 and symmetric about the origin. Let 
further A,u = A(u, t) b e a mapping of cl(Q) x [0, l] into X* with the 
following properties: 
(i) for fixed t, A, is a demicontinuous perator of type (S)+; 
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(ii) A,u is continuous in t, uniformly with respect o u in cl(Q); 
(iii) A, is odd on the boundary bdry(Q) of Q. 
Suppose that A,u # 0 for all u E bdry(Q) and all t E [0, 11. Then the 
equation A,u = 0 admits a solution u0 in Q. 
Theorem 1 permits to generalize various recent results by Browder 
[9, 10, 111, Figueiredo-Gupta [16] and NeEas [28]. We denote by A the 
set of all finite-dimensional subspaces F of X ordered by inclusion, 
and for fixed t and F E /1, A,,,: cl(Q) A F --+ F* is the approximant of 
A, defined by A,,, = j,*A,j,, where j, is the injection mapping 
of F into X. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following 
LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists F E A 
such that for all F’ E A with F’ 3 F, all uFt E bdry(Q) n F’ and all 
t E [O, 11, At.,,+, # 0. 
Under the additional restriction that the mappings A, are bounded, 
i.e., map bounded sets onto bounded sets, Lemma 1 has been obtained 
by NeEas [28]. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We first show that to each fixed t, in [0, l] 
there exist c(t,,) > 0 and F(t,) E A such that 11 A1,,+uF 11 3 E(tJ for 
all F’ E A with F’ 3 F(t,) and all up! E bdry(9) n F’. Let us assume in 
the contrary that the set 
v,,F = @F’ : F’ E A, F’ 3 F, UF’ E bdry(Q) n F’, I/ At,,F,~F, 11< l } 
is nonempty for each E > 0 and each F E A. For fixed F E A, the family 
(VI,,,,}& then has the finite intersection property. Therefore, by the 
boundedness of Q and the reflexivity ofthe space X, the set I%‘, = nE=, 
(weakcl( VI;ln,F)} is nonempty and weakly closed. The family { WF)FEA 
has again the property of the finite intersections; consequently there 
exists u0 E nFEn W, . For an arbitrary element w E X, we choose F, 
such that it contains I+, and w. Since u0 E WfO , u,, is for each n contained 
in the set {weakcl( VI,n,F, )}. Hence there exists a sequence 
(up = uF$=l c ~l,n,F,, 
converging weakly to u, (see [lo], Proposition 7.2). Here the element 
FLn’ of A contains F,, , and 11 AtO,F; uk ( ) (n)ll < l/a for all K. Let X,, be the 
closed separable subspace of X spanned by the elements up), k = 
1, 2,...; n = 1, 2,... The weak topology on the set convexcl(Q) n X,, 
is metrizable; let d denote the equivalent metric. For each fixed n, 
we take a subsequence of {z&‘},“,,---which we denote again by (u~~)}~=~ 
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-such that d(u in’, z+,) < l/k. The diagonal sequence u, = ue,“’ then 
converges weakly to u0 , and with the notation F, = FAn’ 3 F,, , 
II A I,,F,~,, I/ < (l/n) for each n. Consequently 
lim(A,p, , u, - 4 = lim(&o,~n~, u, - 4 = 0, 
and property (S)+ of the mapping Al0 implies that u, -+ u0 E bdry(fi). 
By demicontinuity of Ato, AtOun - Alou . We infer that 
(A ~puo )u. - w) = 0. 
This last relation being true for all w E X, we obtain Aloq, = 0, 
u,, E bdry(D), in contradiction to the assumption of Theorem 1. 
Hence there exist I > 0 and F(t,) E (1 such that 
for all F’ E (I with F’ r> F(t,) and all uF’ E bdry(Q) n F’. Because of the 
uniform continuity of Ap in t with respect to u E bdry(S2), At,,a,* # 0 
for all F’ E (1 with F’I F(t,,), all uF’ E bdry@) A F’, and all t in an 
open interval A(&,) around t, . By the Heine-Bore1 theorem, there exist 
a finite number of points tj E [0, 11, j = l,..., N such that 
[O, I] = ; A($). 
Cl 
An arbitrary element FE /1 with 
F 3 6 F(t,) 
j=l 
then has the properties stated in Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We observe that for an arbitrary F’ E A, 
A,,,a is a continuous mapping of (cl(m) n F’) x [0, I] into (F’)*. 
Let F E d be such an element as described in Lemma 1, and let 
F’ E A with F’ r) F be arbitrary. The Brouwer degree 
deg(A,,,, Q n F’, 0) 
of the approximant A,,, ’ on the set G n F’ over 0 E (F’)* is well defined 
and odd by the classical Borsuk-Ulam theorem [3, 271. The degree 
remains further invariant hrough the homotopy {At,.,},GIG,. Hence 
hd4F~ y Q n F’, 0) + 0, which implies that there exists an element 
uF’ E Sz n F’ with A,,,a,, = 0. 
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For F’ E (1 with F’ 3 F, let 
2~’ = (I+ : F” E (1, F” 3 F’, up” E Sz n F”, &“I+” = O}. 
The family (Z,*>Ft,, has the property of the finite intersections. 
Therefore, (&T,~ (weakcl(Z,,)j # (b Let u0 be an element in this 
intersection. It then follows easily that u,, E cl(Q) and A,u, = 0. 
Since A,u # 0 for u E bdry(Q), u,, lies in 9. Q.E.D. 
Everywhere defined demicontinuous mappings of type (S)+ con- 
stitute a convex subclass of the convex class of pseudo-monotone 
mappings. 
DEFINITION. A (single-valued) mapping T from X into X* is 
said to be pseudo-monotone if for any sequence {Us} in X converging 
weakly to some u E X such that limsup(Tu, , u, - U) < 0, it follows 
that for all z, E X, 
lim inf(Tu, , 24, - w) > (Tu, 24 - w). 
The above definition is a variant of the definition of pseudo-mono- 
tonicity first given by BrCzis in [4], where we have substituted ordinary 
sequences for bounded filters and omitted any boundedness hypothesis 
on T. we note that everywhere defined (single-valued) maximal 
monotone operators are pseudo-monotone [14]. 
The weakest monotonicity condition we employ is that of condition 
(P) introduced by the writer in [20], where it is shown that a contin- 
uously differentiable function f whose derivative f’ satisfies condition 
(P) is weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous. 
DEFINITION. The mapping T from X into X* satisfies condition 
(P) if for each sequence (un} in X converging weakly to u E X, it 
follows that limsup(Tu, , U, - U) > 0. 
The following relation between mappings satisfying condition (P) 
and operators of type (S)+ can easily be verified (compare [7, 9, lo]): 
If the spaces X and X* are locally uniformly convex, if T is a demi- 
continuous mapping of X into X* satisfying condition (P), and if J 
denotes the (single-valued) normalized duality mapping of X into X* 
given by 
Ju = (4 E x*: (47 4 = II 4II I uIO II PII = II 24 III, 
then the operator T + h J is demicontinuous and of type (S)+ for each 
positive X. 
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and Sz a convex 
open bounded subset of X containing 0 and symmetric about the origin. 
Suppose the mapping A,u = A(u, t): X x [0, l] ---f X* has the pro- 
pel ties : 
(i) for Jixed t, A, is demicontinuous and satisfies condition (P); 
(ii) A,u is continuous int, uniformly for u in cl(sZ); 
(iii) A,, is pseudo-monotone; 
(iv) A, is odd on bdry(Q). 
tf 0 $ 44@dry(Q))~ f or each t E [O, 11, then the equation A,,u = 0 is 
solvable inSz. 
Proof. By a recent result of Troyanski [31], each reflexive Banach 
space X has an equivalent norm in which both X and X* are locally 
uniformly convex. Since the hypotheses and conclusions of Theorem 2 
are independent of any passage to an equivalent norm, we may assume 
without loss of generality that X and X* are locally uniformly convex. 
For fixed t, there exists I > 0 such that ]I AtOu 11 > I for all 
u E bdry(G’). By the uniform continuity of A,u in t with respect to 
u E bdry(G), there exists an open neighborhood A(&,) of t, such that 
]I A,u 11 > l (t,)/, for all u E bdry(J2) and t E A(&). Since a finite number 
of such neighborhoods cover the interval [0, 11, we conclude the 
existence of a constant E > 0 with the property that 11 A,u 11 2 E for 
u E bdry(fi), tE [0, I]. H ence, if J denotes the normalized duality 
mapping from X into X*, (A, + AJ) u # 0 for all u E bdry(L?), 
t E [0, 11, and X E [0, E’), with some E’ > 0. For h > 0 and t fixed, 
By’ = A, + h J is a demicontinuous operator of type (S)+, and Bi”’ is 
odd on the boundary of JJ. It follows that for fixed X E (0, E’), By’ 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. To each such A there exists 
consequently an element u,, in 1;2 with (A,, + Aj) uA = 0. Taking a 
sequence {A,} decreasing to 0, we may assume by passing to subse- 
quences that u, = uA, - u0 E cl(G) and A,,u, = --h, Ju, + 0 as 
rz + 00. We infer that lim(A,u, , u, - uO) = 0. By the pseudo- 
monotonicity property of A,, , 
0 = lim(A,u, , 24, - v) > (A,u, , u0 - v) 
for all v E X, which implies that A,,uo = 0. Since A,u # 0 for u on 
the boundary of L?, it follows that U, E Q. Q.E.D. 
2. In this section we deduce existence theorems for operators 
of the form T + B, with T a maximal monotone mapping of the real 
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reflexive Banach space X into 2**, and B: X--f X* a mapping of 
monotone type. We recall that a subset G of the product space X x X* 
is said to be monotone if (wr - w, , ur - ~a) >, 0 for all elements 
b1 9 wl] E G, [u, , wz] E G. The monotone set G is called maximal 
if it is not properly contained in any other monotone set. A mapping 
T: X -+ 2x* is monotone if its graph G(T) is a monotone set, and 
maximal monotone if G(T) is maximal monotone. We employ the 
following boundedness definitions: 
DEFINITION. Let T be a mapping from X into 2x‘. We say that T is 
quasibounded if to each M > 0 there exists K(M) > 0 such that 
whenever [u, w] lies in G(T) and 
then 
T is strongly quasibounded if to each M > 0 there exists K(M) > 0 
with the property that for all [u, w] E G(T) with 
(w, 4 < M, /I uII < M> 
we have 
II w II < WW 
It is proved in [14] that in addition to bounded mappings, the 
strongly quasibounded operators include for example monotone 
mappings T which have 0 as an interior point of their effective domain. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a real refEexive Banach space, Q an open 
bounded subset of X containing 0 and symmetric about 0. Let T: X -+ 2X* 
denote an odd maximal monotone mapping with 0 E D(T), and let 
B,u = B(u, t): cl(Q) x [0, 11 3 X” be a mapping with the following 
properties: 
(i) for each fixed t, B, is a demicontinuous mapping satisfying 
condition (S)+; 
(ii) B,u is continuous in t, uniformly with respect o u E cl(Q); 
(iii) B, is odd on the boundary of Q. 
Suppose that either the mapping B, is quasibounded for eech t, or T is 
strongZy quasibounded and (B,u, u) > -c(t) for each t E [0, I] and all 
580/11/2-2 
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u E cl(Q), with some constant c(t). Let further 0 4 (T + B,)u for all 
u E bdry(S2) n D(T) and all t E [0, I]. 
Then there exists u,, E 52 with 0 E (T + B,) u,, . 
By the already cited result of Troyanski [31], we may assume in 
future without loss of generality that X and X* are locally uniformly 
convex. The idea of proof of Theorem 3 is to reduce it to Theorem 1 
by approximating T by odd bounded maximal monotone mappings 
T,(h > 0) which, under our assumptions on X and X*, are single- 
valued, and which are defined on the whole of X as follows: 
T,,u = {v E X*: there exists x E D(T) such that v E TX, hv = J(u - x)}. 
This approximation method is due to BrCzis-Crandall-Pazy [6] and is 
improved and extended by Browder and the writer in [14]. The 
reduction to Theorem 1 is guaranteed by 
L,EMMA 2. The hypotheses of Theorem 3 imply the existence of a 
constant A,, > 0 such that ( TA + B,) u # 0 for all u E bdry(Q), all 
t E [0, 11, and all h E (0, A,). 
Proof of Lemma 2. By the uniform continuity of B,u in t with 
respect to u E cl(Q) and the compactness of the interval [0, 11 it 
suffices to show that for each fixed t, E [0, l] there exists a positive 
integer 12 such that //(T, + B,J u 11 > (l/n) for all u E bdry(Q) and 
0 < h < (l/n). s ince 0 E D(T), the mapping T is odd and the set 
T(0) is convex in X *, it follows that [0, 0] E G(T). This implies that 
[O, 01 E G(TJ f or each X > 0; hence (T,u, u) 2 0 for all u E X, X > 0. 
In order to prove Lemma 2, we assume to the contrary that to each 
n there exist u, E bdry(Q) and A, E (0, l/n) with 
Hence A, + 0+ and ( T,,u, , un) + ( BtOu, , un) = E, + 0 as n -+ co. 
We claim that the sequences {B,Ou,) and fT!nu,} are uniformly 
bounded. Suppose first hat BtO is quasibounded. Smce ( TA,u, , u,) > 0 
for all n and 0 is interior point of Q, 
(B t&l , 4 < (T,,pn , u,) + (Btos , 4 = 6, < c < ~1 II u, II 
for all n, with a certain constant c1 . Hence (BtOuu,} is bounded by the 
quasiboundedness of B10 and the boundedness of Q, and so is {T,,u,}. 
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We now consider the case where T is strongly quasibounded. We have 
(TA,%I 3 %a) = -(&o% > %a) + % < c@,) + %a < c2 
for all n. Let x, E D(T) be the element corresponding to U, by the 
definition of T,,,u, i.e. Th,u, E TX, , A,TA,un = J(un - x,). Since 
@,T+z 3 un - x,) = II % - x, II2 3 0 > 
we derive that 
Further ( TAnu, , xn) 3 0 and hence 
ha(T~,pn > 4 3 II u, - xn II’, 
which implies that 
II% - x, II2 d k&z < G . 
We infer that the sequence {xn} is bounded. By the strong quasi- 
boundedness of T, and since w, = Th,un E TX, , it follows that 
{ TA,“un} is bounded. 
Because of the reflexivity of the spaces X and X* and the bound- 
edness of the set Q, we can therefore assume after passing to infinite 
subsequences that u, - u,, Btou, - b and TA,,us - -b as n + co. 
By the boundedness of the sequence {TA,u,}, 
as n --+ co. Consequently x, - u,, and 
jl~ymNTnjuf - Tplc 3 xi - 4 + (Btpi 
By monotonicity of the mapping T, 
(T,pj - TApe , xj - xk) > 0 
Therefore 
lim SU~(B,~U~ - Bt,uk ,xj 
i,k+m 
- B,,,& , xj - xk)] = 0. 
for all j, 12. 
Xk) < 0. 
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But 
lim sup(Btou, - Blouk , uj - ~4~) 
j.k+m 
= lim Sllp(&,Uj - Btofdk ,Xj - Xk) 
i.k-m 
+ /jpJ&ouj - Btp, 7 (Uj - X3) - (24~ - X&)) < 0. 
Since the mapping B, is demicontinuous and of type (S)+, it is 
generalized pseudo-monotone in the sense of 1141. Therefore it 
follows from a result in [14] that b = B,O~u, and that 
lim(B,,,u, , u, - uO) = 0. 
Property (S)+ of B, implies that (u=} converges strongly to u0 . We 
infer that u0 E bdry(S2). Setting w, = Th,un E TX, , we further deduce 
from the maximal monotonicity of T and from x, + u,, w, - --b 
that --b E Tu, . Hence 0 E (T + B,(I) u0 , u,, E bdry(S2), which con- 
tradicts the assumption. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For fixed positive X we consider the mapping 
Ay)u = (T, + B,) U: cl(a) x [0, I] -+ X*. This mapping has the 
following properties: 
(i) for fixed t, AJ”’ is demicontinuous (compare [25], Lemma 
5.1) and of type (S)+; 
(ii) A\% is continuous in t, uniformly with respect o u E cl(G); 
(iii) A?’ is odd on bdry(@. 
Lemma 2 asserts that for fixed X in the interval (0, X,)-where A, 
denotes the constant given by Lemma 2-the mapping Ap’u satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 1. Hence, to each such h there exists 
u,EJ~ with (Th+ B,) uA = 0. Taking a sequence A, -+ O+, the 
existence of an element u0 E fz with 0 E (T + B,,) u,, follows as in the 
proof of Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and CJ a bounded 
open set in X containing 0 and symmetric about the origin. Let 
further T: X -+ 2X* be an odd maximal monotone mapping with 
0 E D(T), B: X -+ X* a demicontinuous odd mapping of type (S)+, 
and N: X -+ X* a bounded demicontinuous mapping such that 
B + N is of type (S)+. Suppose that either B is quasibounded, or that 
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T is strongly quasibounded and (Bu, U) > --c for all u E cl(G) and 
some constant c. If 
o$(T+B+(l -t)W for all u E bdry(a) n D(T) and all t E [0, 11, 
then there exists u0 E 52 with 0 E (T + B + IV) u, . 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a real reJEexive Banach space and Q a convex 
open bounded subset of X containing 0 and symmetric about 0. Let T: 
X -+ 2x’ denote an odd maximal monotone mapping with 0 E D(T), and 
let further B,u = B(u, t): X x [0, l] -+ X* have the following 
properties: 
(i) for t $xed, B, is demicontinuous and satis$es condition (P); 
(ii) B,u is unsformly continuous in t with respect to u E cl(Q); 
(iii) B, is pseudo-monotone; 
(iv) B, is odd on the boundary of LJ. 
Suppose that either B, is quasibounded for each t, or that T is strongly 
quasibounded and (B,u, u) 3 -c(t, II u 11) .11 u 11 for all u E X. 
If 0 + 40’ + &&WQ))l f or each t E [0, 11, then there exists 
u,EfiwithOE(T+ B,)u,. 
Proof. We can assume that X and X* are both locally uni- 
formly convex. The existence of a positive constant E such that 
0 $ (T + B, + ~J)u for all u E bdry(G), t E [0, I] and h E [0, e) 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 3 guarantees that for 
each X E (0, E), 0 E (T + B, + hJ) uh for some ua E C?. Let vx be the 
element in Tu,, such that vlI + (B, + hJ) Us = 0. By Theorem 1 in 
[14] the mapping T + B, is generalized pseudo-monotone. Taking a 
sequence X, --+ 0+ and assuming that u, = uA, - u,, E cl(Q), 
v, + BOu, = --x, Ju, -+ 0, 
we conclude that 0 E (T + B,) u,, .This implies that u,, E C?. Q.E.D. 
3, We apply the results of the preceding section to asymp- 
totically homogeneous mappings. 
DEFINITION. A mapping T: X --t 2x’ is said to be K-homogeneous 
(k > 0) if [u, w] E G(T) implies that [Xu, /VW] E G(T) for all h > 0. 
PROPOSITION. A strongly quasibounded k-homogeneous mapping 
T is bounded. 
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Proof. For p > 0, let 
a = sup{l/ w II: b, 4 E G(T), II uII < 1, (w, 4 < CL). 
Because of the strong quasiboundedness of T, f is a well-defined 
monotonically increasing function. We observe that for p > 1, 
f(P) < P’k’l+“’ f(l). 
For [x, y] E G(T) with 11 x 11 I 1, we set p = max(( y, x), l} and get 
II YII <f(P) G IIY ll’“‘““‘fU> +f(l)- 
This estimate implies the boundedness of T. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5 (Fredholm alternative). Let the maximal monotone 
mapping T of the real rejexive Banach space X into 2x* be odd and 
k-homogeneous, let B: X + X* be demicontinuous, odd, k-homogeneous 
and of type (S)+, and let N: X --t X* be bounded, demicontinuous, 
with lim ,,u,,+mll u Il-kll Nu II = 0, and such that B + N is of type (S)+. 
Suppose that either B is quasibounded, or that T is bounded. If 
0 E (T + B)u implies that u = 0, then T + B + N has range X*. 
In the case where T E 0, Theorem 5 generalizes a result by NeZas 
[28]. The proof of Theorem 5 is based on the Example and on the 
following 
LEMMA 3. Let T, B and N be mappings as described inTheorem 5. 
If OE(T+B) u only for u = 0, then there exists a constant R > 0 
such that II u II < R f or each solution u of the equation 
Oc(T+B+(l -t)N)u 
with t E [O, 11. 
Proof. Suppose to each n there exist elements u, E D(T) with 
11 u, ]I > n and t, E [0, l] such that 0 E (T + B + (1 - t,)N) u, . 
Let y, E Tu, be the element such that 0 = yn + Bu, + (1 - t,) Nu, . 
Setting v’n = ]I 24,11-%4, , we may assume (eventually b passing to an 
infinite subsequence) that o, - ~1~. By homogeneity of T, 
% = /I ~,Il-~y, E TV, , and 
x, + Bv, = -(l - t,)\i u, lj--k Nu, --t 0 
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as n -F co. The boundedness assumptions on the mapping B or T 
imply that there exists a further subsequence of {vn} (again denoted 
by {vn}) such that Bv, - b and z, - 4. Moreover, 
kz 2 0% - vo) + (hz , vn - vo) + 0. 
We pass again to subsequences (without changing the notation) such 
that both of the limits lim(z, , vS - v,,) and lim(Bv, , vIJn - vO) exist, 
and distinguish between two cases: 
(a) lim(z, , vu, - v,,) < 0. By the generalized pseudo-mono- 
tonicity of the maximal monotone mapping T([14]), it follows that 
--b E TV, and lim(z, , V~ - v,,) = 0. Thus lim(Bv, , v, - v,,) = 0, 
and property (S)+ of the mapping B implies that v, --+ v0 . Hence 
v0 # 0, and by demicontinuity of B, b = Bv, . We conclude that 
O~(TfB)v,,,v’o #O. 
(b) The case lim(Bv, , v, - vJ < 0 is treated similarly and 
leads again to the conclusion that 0 E (T + B) v,, v0 # 0. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let f be an arbitrary element of X*, and set 
N,u = Nu - f, u E X. Then B + Nr is of type (S)+, and 
By Lemma 3 there exists a constant R > 0 such that 
for all u E D(T) with 11 u 11 = R and all t E [0, 11. The Example states 
that OE(T + B + NY) u0 for some u,, E D(T) with I] u0 ]I < R. (Note 
that if T is bounded rather than strongly quasibounded, the semi- 
boundedness condition (Bu, U) > -c for I( u 11 < R is not needed.) 
HencefE(T+B+N)u,,. Q.E.D. 
An extension of Theorem 5 is 
THEOREM 6. (Fredholm alternative). Let T: X + 2x* denote an 
odd k-homogeneous maximal monotone mapping, B a demicontinuous odd 
k-homogeneous and pseudo-monotone operator of X &to X*, and 
N: X + X* a bounded demicontinuous mapping with 
,,$,ym II uI? II Nu II = 0, 
and such that B + N is pseudo-monotone. Suppose in addition that 
(w, 4 3 c II uIll+k cc > 0) (2) 
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for all [u, w] E G(T), and that either B is quasibounded or T is bounded. 
IfOE(T+B) u implies that u = 0, thm the mapping T + B + N is 
surjective. 
The proof of Theorem 6 employs a slight generalization of the 
Example in Section 2 and the following 
LEMMA 4. If T, B and N aye as in Theorem 6, and if0 E (T + B)u 
has only the trivial solution u = 0, then there exists a constant R > 0 
such that 11 w + Bu + (1 - t) NU 11 >, 1 for all t E [0, l] and all 
[u, w] E G(T) with 11 u 11 3 R. 
The proof of this Lemma runs along the same lines as that of 
Lemma 3. The fact that the weak limit v0 of the sequence {vn} is 
different from 0 (see the proof of Lemma 3) follows here from the 
additional assumption (2) on T. 
4, A nonlinear integral equation of Hammerstein type is of 
the form 
44 + 1, @, Y) atr, 4Y)) dY = ftxh (3) 
where G is a measurable subset of a real Euclidean space Rn and the 
given function f and the unknown function u are defined on G. In 
operator-theoretic terms the equation (3) can be written as a nonlinear 
functional equation 
u+TAu=f, (4) 
defined in a Banach space X of functions on G, and with the linear and 
nonlinear mappings T and A being given by 
There is an extensive literature studying the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of Eq. (4); f rom the more recent contributions attacking 
this problem with methods of the theory of monotone mappings we 
mention Amann [l, 21, Brbis [4], Browder-Figueiredo-Gupta [12], 
Browder-Gupta [13], Figueiredo-Gupta [17], Hess [23], and Necas 
[28]. In this section we are concerned with the problem of the validity 
of an existence theorem of Fredholm alternative type provided the 
mapping A is asymptotically homogeneous and odd, i.e. A = B + N, 
where B is homogeneous and odd and lim,lU,,+oo\~ u \ -‘\I NU \I = 0. 
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For the case where the Nemytskii operator A is continuous (and 
hence bounded) from a space X = LPI(G) to a space Y = Pa(G) 
( pr , p, 9 1) and T is a compact mapping of Y into X, NeEas [28] 
has obtained the following result: 
Let X, Y be real Banach spaces, T a compact linear operator of Y into 
X, and B, N bounded continuous mappings of X into Y. Suppose that B 
is homogeneous and odd, and that lim,,U,,,,jI 1~ 11-111 Nu 11 = 0. 
If u + TBu = 0 implies that u = 0, then the equation 
admits a solution for each f E X. 
It is our purpose to derive similar results without assuming the 
compactness of the linear operator T. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and T a mono- 
tone linear operator of X* into X satisfying the following condition: 
(*) 
There exists a constant d > 0 such that 
(u, Tu) > d 11 Tu II2 JOY all u E X*. 
Let further B: X + X* be a bounded demicontinuous pseudo-monotone 
mapping which is odd and homogeneous, and N: X -+ X” a bounded 
demicontinuous operator with lim,,,,,,,II u ~~-1~~ Nu 11 = 0, and such 
that B + N ,is pseudo-monotone. Then the range of I + T(B + N) is 
ail of X, provided u + TBu = 0 implies that u = 0. 
Remark. We have shown in [23] that condition (*) is a proper 
weakening of the concept of angle-boundedness of a monotone linear 
operator introduced by Amann [2] and defined as follows: 
A bounded monotone linear operator T of X* into X is said to be 
angle-bounded with constant c > 0 if for all U, v in X*, 
l(u, TV) - (VI, Tu)l < 2c(u, Tu)f(v, TV)% 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let f E X be given. The equation 
u+T(B+N)u=f (5) 
is equivalent to the equation 
0 E T-l@ -f) + (B + N)u, (6) 
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where T-l denotes the maximal monotone operator from X into 
2x* given by G( T-l) = {[u, w] E X x X*: [w, u] E G(T)). We set 
v = u - f. Then the initial equation (5) holds if and only if 
0 E T-k + (B + iV)(v +f). (7) 
In order to show the surjectivity of the mapping 1+ T(B + N), it 
suffices to prove the solvability of Eq. (7) for arbitrarily given f E X. 
We observe that if u + TBu = 0 only for u = 0, then the relation 
0 E (T-l + B)v implies that v = 0. 
In the following let f E X be fixed. For t E [0, l] and v E X we define 
B,v = (1 - +t)(B + N)(v + f) - $t(B + N)( -v + f). 
It is readily seen that the homotopy Bp has the following properties: 
(i) For fixed t, B, is pseudo-monotone and demicontinuous; 
(ii) Bp is continuous in t, uniformly for u in bounded sets; 
(iii) B,v = (B + N)(v +f), while B, is odd. 
The desired result on the solvability of the equation (7) follows from 
Theorem 4, if we prove that, assuming 0 E (T-l + B)v only for 
ZI = 0, there exists R > 0 such that /I x + B,v I/ 3 1 for all t E [0, 11, 
all v E D(T-I) with 11 ZI // 3 R, and all x E T-b. 
Suppose that to each n we can find elements o, E D(T-l) with 
// vfi II 3 n, t, E [0, 11, x, E T-h, , and e, E X with 11 e, I/ < 1, such 
that x, + Bt,v, = e, . We may assume that t, --+ t E [0, 11. Setting 
w, = 11 v, //-iv, and yn = I/ v, I/-lx, E T-lw, , we then obtain 
yn + (1 - $9 B(wn + II v, II-Y) + W(w, - II vn II-‘f) 
= t(tn - +P(w, + II v, II-Y) - B(w, - II vn II-‘f)) 
- (1 - frtn) IIv, /I-l wn +f) + @?I II v’n II-l w--v, i-f> 
+ II vu, 11-l en- 0 (n + co). 
By passing to infinite subsequences, we may assure that w, - w, 
B(wn + 11 v, II-‘f) - a, and B(w, - II v, I\-‘f) - b as n + CO. It 
follows that yn - y E T-lw, and that 
y + (1 - it)a + $tb = 0. (8) 
We further infer that 
(Y?a 7 wn - w) + (1 - Qt>(B(wn + It vu, II-Y), (wn + II v, II-‘f) - w> 
+ &t(B(w, - II v?2 II-W, ha - II VT2 II-Y) - w> -+ 0. 
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We assume that 0 < t < 1 (the case t = 0 is treated similarly) 
and choose further infinite subsequences such that the three limits 
lim(y, w, - 4, 
and 
WB(w, + II v, II-‘f), (wn+ II v, II-W - 4, 
lim(B(w, - II v?z II-W, CWPE - II % II-W - 4 
exist. By the generalized pseudo-monotonicity property of the 
mappings T-l and B (cf. [14]), all of the three limits are 0. Hence, by 
pseudo-monotonicity of B, a = b = Bw. It follows from (8) that 
0 E (T-l + B)w. 
Since (xn , v%) > d (( ZI, (j2, we conclude that ( yn , wn) > d > 0 for 
all n. Moreover ( yn , wn) + ( y, w). Thus w # 0. Q.E.D. 
In the next theorem we weaken the monotonicity assumptions on 
the bounded linear operator T inasmuch as we allow T to be of the 
form T = L + C, with L monotone and C compact. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, L a linear 
monotone operator of X* into X satisfying the condition 
There exists d > 0 such that 
c*> 
(u, Lu) 3 d I/ Lu \I2 for all u E X*, 
and let C: X* -+ X be a compact linear mapping. Suppose further that 
B and N are bounded continuous odd mappings of X into X*, B homo- 
geneous and N such that lim,,.,, -)J u ll-llj Nu II = 0. Assume that both 
B and B + N are monotone. If the homogeneous equation 
admits only the trivial solution u = 0, then the equation 
u+(L+C)(B+N)u=f 
is solvable for each f E X. 
We preface the proof of Theorem 8 with two auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 5 (Hess [23]). Let A be a hemicontinuous monotone mapping 
of the real re$exive Banach space X into X*, and let the monotone 
linear operator L: X” --t X satisfy condition (*). Then the equation 
u + LAu = f admits a unique solution for each f in X. 
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A sharpening of Lemma 5 is 
LEMMA 6. Let the mappings L, B and N be as described in Theorem 8, 
andfoy t E [0, 11, let B, = B + (1 - t)N. Then the mapping I + LB, 
is a homeomoyphism of X onto itself for each t E [0, 11. Moreover to given 
R > 0 and E > 0 there exist positive constants Y and S such that when- 
ever II aII, II bII < R II a- b II < randO<t,s<l, It-sl<<, 
then 
Il(I +LBJ-la - (I +LB,)-lb 11 < E. 
Proof of Lemma 6. The mapping B, is monotone for each t E [0, I]. 
By Lemma 5, the operator I + LB, is hence injective and maps X 
continuously onto itself. The continuity of (I + LB&l follows from 
the second assertion of the Lemma. In order to prove that, we first 
show that to R > 0 there exists a constant C(R) independent of 
t E [0, l] such that (I + LB& = a and Ij a )I < R imply that 
II uII G C(R). 
As a consequence of the equation LBiu = a - u and condition (*), 
d 11 LB+ II2 < (B,ti, LB,%) = (B,u, a - u). 
Since 
and 
(Btu, 4 > (B,(O), 4 = (1 - WV), 4 3 - II WY II ~4 II 
IIJWJ II = II a- ~1 II, 
we infer that 
d II a- u II2 < II aII I &u II + II WV II uIl. 
This implies the uniform boundedness of Ij u I[ by some constant 
C(R)* 
Next let (I + LB& = a and (I + LB& = b, where I] a II,/] b 11 < R 
and consequently II u 11, I] v I/ < C(R). We conclude that 
(B,u - Bsv, u - v) + (B,u - Bp, L(B,u - Bp)) 
= (B,u - Bsv, a - b). 
By condition (*), 
(B,u - Bp, L(B,u - Bp)) >, d IIL(B,u - Bp)f 
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Further, 
(B,u - Bp, u - v) = (Btu - BP, u - v) + (Bp - B,v, u - v) 
> 0 - II u - v II t - A- IW), 
where D(R) = sup(I) A&u /I :11 w 11 < C(R)}. We get 
Setting E(R) = sup(II Btw II :I] w 11 d C(R), t E [0, l]}, we obtain 
llu-vll2< 4C(Ry(R) It-sl+(4R+q9),b-b,~. 
The desired estimate 
11 u - v 11 = ]](I + LB,)% - (I+ LB,)-9 I/ < E 
then follows by taking 
r < [e2d/8(dR + E(R))] and 6 < [c2d/8C(R) D(R)]. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 8. For each t E [0, I] we have the decomposition 
I+ (L + C) B, = (I+ CB,)(I + ~-t)-l)(I + LB,). 
We assume that the equation (I + (L + C)B)u = 0 admits only the 
trivial solution u = 0. Then 
(I + CB(I + LB)-‘)u = 0 only for u = 0. 
Since (I + LB,) is surjective, itsuffices to show that under the 
assumption (9), the operator I + CB,(I + LB&l has range X. 
LetfEXbegiven. ForuEXandO <t < 1 weset 
A,u = u - (1 - t)f + CB,,(I + LB,,-lu. 
The following are consequences of Lemma 6: 
(i) The operator CB,(I + LB&l is odd, continuous and com- 
pact; 
(ii) The mapping Ai% is continuous in t, uniformly with respect 
to u in bounded sets. 
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The desired result that f lies in the range of the mapping 
I + C&(1 + LB,)-1 thus follows from the homotopy invariance of 
the Leray-Schauder degree and the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, provided 
we show that 
(iii) There exists a constant R > 0 such that A,u # 0 for all 
u E X with 11 u /I 2 R and all t E [0, 11. 
In order to prove assertion (iii), we assume to the contrary that 
there exist sequences (un} in X with 11 u, ]I --t 00 and {tJ in [0, 1] 
such that 
24, - (1 - tn)f + CB,(I + LB,)-1 u, = 0. 
We set V, = (I + LB,)-1 u, and infer that // u’n ]I + co as well as 
(I+ LB&, + CB#& - (1 - tn)f = 0. 
Setting w, = ]I v, 11-l v, , we obtain 
(I+ (L + q&&a + II v, II-l(L + W% - (1 - tn) II Wf = 0. 
We conclude that 
(I + LB)w, + CBw, -+ 0. 
For each 12 let x, = (I + LB)w, . Then 
x, + CB(I + LB)-1 x, - 0. 
There exists a positive constant c such that c-l < jl x, 11 < c for all n. 
We may assume that x, - x. The compactness and continuity of the 
mapping CB(1+ LB)-l imply that x # 0 and x + CB(I + LB)-% = 0, 
in contradiction to the assumption (9). Q.E.D. 
Remark. The assertion of Theorem 8 remains true for L an 
arbitrary bounded linear monotone operator of X* into X, if B and 
B + N are both strictly monotone (i.e., 
(Bu - Bv, u - v) > LY. /Iu - v 112, 
((B + N)u - (B + N)v, u - 71) > 01 jj u - v 112 
for all u, v in X and some 01 > 0). 
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For an unbounded linear mapping T (induced by a Carleman integral 
operator) we have 
THEOREM 9. In the real Hilbert space H, let T be a (not necessarily 
bounded) selfadjoint operator whose negative spectrum consists of only a 
finite number of eigenvalues with finite multiplicities. Let B be a bounded 
demicontinuous odd and homogeneous pseudo-monotone mapping of H 
into itself with (Bu, u) > c (( uII2 (c > 0) for all uE H, and let N: H -+ H 
denote a bounded emicontinuous mapping with 
,,?;1~~ II uII-l IINu II = 0, 
and such that B + N is pseudo-monotone. If u + TBu = 0 only for 
u = 0, then the equation u + T(B + N)u = f is solvable for all fE H. 
Proof. Let p1 < p2 < a*. < pk < 0 be the negative igenvalues 
of T, let Q be the orthogonal projection onto the finite-dimensional 
subspace of H spanned by the eigenvectors belonging to negative 
eigenvalues of T, and let P = I - Q. If pk < h < 0, the inverse 
operator (T - A)-l exists as a bounded linear operator defined on H. 
For given f E H and X E (pk , 0), the equations 
and 
f = u + (T - h)(B + N)u 
0 = (T - A)-l(u - f) + (B + N)u 
are thus equivalent. For fixed h E (pk , 0) and 0 < t < 1 we let 
Al”)u = (T - A)-‘(u - (1 - t)f) + (B + (1 - t)N)u. 
It is readily seen that for fixed t, Ai” is a pseudo-monotone mapping, 
and that A{% is continuous in t, uniformly with respect o u in 
bounded sets. 
We first claim that assuming u + TBu = 0 only for u = 0, then 
there exist constants A,E (pk, 0) and R > 0 such that 11 A{‘% 11 3 1 
for all t E [0, 11, all [[ u [/ 3 R, and all h E (A,, 0). Suppose to the 
contrary that to each n we have elements u, E H with 11 u, jl > n, 
A, E (-l/n, 0), and t, E [0, 11, such that A\“,“)u, = e, , II e, 11 < 1. 
Let v, = I/ u, ll-lu, . Then 
II u, 11-l e,= CT - &-YQ - (1 - b) II u, II-Y) + Bv, 
+ (1 - tn> II u, II-’ NW, 
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Setting z, = -(l - &)I1 u, Il-lN~, + I] U, /l-len --f 0, we obtain 
(T - A,)-l(v, - (I - t,J I/ II, II-‘f) = z, - Bv, 
and consequently 
v, - (1 - t,J 11 u, II-‘f = T(zn - Bv,) - h&z, - Bv,). 
Since B is a bounded mapping and A, -+ O- as n --f co, 
b&(&Z - Bv,) + 0. 
Further (1 - tn)lI u, 11-y -+ 0. Hence 
v, + T(Bv, - z,) = p, + 0. 
After passing to subsequences, we may assume that v, - v, Bv, - b 
and consequently Bv, - x, L, b as n -+ co. We infer that 
T(Ba, - z,J - -v. 
Since the selfadjoint operator T is weakly closed (e.g. [26]), 
-v = Tb. 
By monotonicity of the operator PT, 
0 < (PT(Bv, - z,) - PTb, Bv, - x, - b) 
= (P(p, - v,) - PTb, Bv, - z, - b). 
It follows that 
Pvn , v,) < (Pp, - PTb, Bv, - z, - b).+ (Pv, , z, + b), 
which implies that 
lim sup(PBv, , v,) < (Pv, b). 
Further, by compactness of the projection Q, 
lim(QBv, , v,) = (Qb, v) = (Qv, b). 
We conclude that 
lim sup(Bv, , v,) < (b, v). 
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Since the mapping B is pseudo-monotone, b = Bv. Together with 
(10) we obtain 
0 = v+ TBv. 
By hypothesis, (Bu, , u,) > c !j u, 112, so that (Bv, , vn) 2 c > 0. As 
a consequence of the pseudo-monotonicity of the operator B, 
(Bv* 3 4 --f (6, v). Hence v # 0, v + TBv = 0, in contradiction to 
the assumption. 
Since the mapping Ai” is odd, we may thus apply Theorem 2 in 
order to conclude that to each X E (X, , 0) there exists an element uA 
with 11 uh 11 < R such that 
(T - A)-+, -f) + (B + N)u, = 0. 
Taking sequences h, --+ O- and u, = u,+~ - u, we derive by an argu- 
ment similar to that just applied that 
f= u + T(B + N)u. Q.E.D. 
5, It is our purpose in this section to present existence 
theorems of Fredholm alternative type for the generalized Dirichlet 
problem for an equation of the form 
where Y denotes a linear differential operator with possibly degen- 
erate coefficients and the nonlinear differential operator & is asymp- 
totically homogeneous and odd. 
Let G be an open bounded subset of an Euclidean n-space R”. 
By Wm92(G) we denote the Sobolev space of all real-valuedL2-functions 
on G whose distribution derivatives up to order m are also 
L2-functions; the norm in Wmp2(G) is 11 u 11 = (ClrlCm /I DW IItz)*. 
Let X = I@*“(G) be the closure in WmJ(G) of the set Corn(G). 
We suppose that G is smoothly bounded so that the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem holds. To define the nonlinear differential operator & 
precisely, we introduce the vector space RSm whose elements are the 
m-jets f = (& : I P I < m>, and divide each such 5 into two parts 
5 = (7, 0, where 7 = {.$, :I /3 1 < m - 1) E Rsm-l is the lower order 
part of [ and &’ = {tfl :1 /I / = m} E Ram is the part of 5 corresponding 
to the m-th derivatives. For u E Wm,2(G), we then set 
580/I I/Z-3 
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For each multiindex /I with 1 ,f3 j < m, A, is assumed to be a function 
from G X Ram into RI. We impose the following conditions on the 
operator &: 
(I) For each / /3 / < m, A&x, 5) is measurable in x for fixed [ 
and continuous in 5 for almost all X, and there exists a constant c 
such that 
I 43(x, Eli < 4 + c I e, Py) 
/vl<m 
with p, < 1 for 1 fl j = / y 1 = m, while in the lower order cases the 
exponents may have larger upper bounds (for a detailed discussion 
we refer to [9]). 
(II) If .$’ = (q, 0, then for each x E G, 7 E R*y 5 and 5’ in Rsm 
with 5 # <‘, 
1 (49(% 7, 5) - 44% 7, iI’M - 56’) > 0. 
p?I=rn 
(III) There exist continuous functions k, and K,: R8+1 --+ R1, 
with /q,(7) > 0, such that 
c 43(x, 73 1) 56 2 f%(7) I1 I2 - h(7)) 
IBI=Wl 
for all x E G, 7 E Rsm-l, 5 E R8m'. 
(IV) Each A&x, S) d t a mi s a decomposition of the form 
4% 5) = f&, 6) + %(% !s 
where B&x, 6) is homogeneous and odd in 6, 
(11) 
for some function c(h) with c(h) -+ 0 as h -+ + 00, and where the 
operator SY given by 
9h4 = c (-1p DWs(&)) 
IBlGm. 
satisfies the conditions (I) to (III) (here B&&H))(X) = B&x, &u)(x))). 
We pass now to the conditions we impose on the linear differential 
operator Y. 
(V) The coefficients , EL&.(G) of the operator 
9- = c t,(x) Da 
ial=am 
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are such that the coefficients ,of the formally adjoint operator 
9-’ = c (-1)1”1 D(t,(x) a) = c f&c) D” 
l~lG2~ la1em 
lie also in Lf&G). 
Denoting by ( , ) the inner product in L2(G), by the subscript 0 
the restriction f an operator to the set C,,m(G) and by + the passing 
to the adjoint operator in L2(G), we further assume the following 
condition to hold: 
(VI) <% (%I’)++ 2 0 f or all 24 in r>((&‘)+) n X, (v, (&)+w) > 0 
for all 2, in D((ZJ+) n X. 
Note that condition (VI) holds in particular for monotone Y 
which are essentially selfadjoint (in La(G)) on Corn(G). 
Condition (I) implies that the generalized Dirichlet form 
corresponding to the differential operator d is defined for all U, ‘u 
in FW2(G). 
DEFINITION. Let the linear differential operator .7 and the non- 
linear operator @’ satisfy the conditions (V) and (I), respectively. 
A function u E X is said to be a solution of the generalized Dirichlet 
problem for the equation (F + &)u = f, fELM, if 
(UP TV) + 4% v> = <f, ?J> 
for all q E Corn(G). 
THEOREM 10. Let ~-4 and F be differential operators satkfying the 
conditions (I) to (VI). Then the generalized Dirichlet problem for the 
equation (9 + &‘)u = f has a solution for each f E L2(G), provided the 
generalized Dirichlet problem for the homogeneous equation 
(Y-f@)u=O 
admits only the trivial solution u = 0. 
In the case that the degenerate linear part 7 vanishes, Theorem 10 
has already been stated by Necas [28]. Related assertions for linear 
differential operators with degenerate coefficients have been obtained 
by the writer in [la]. 
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Proof of Theorem 10. As a consequence of condition (I) there xists 
a bounded continuous operator A from X into X* such that a(u, v) = 
(Au, v) for all U, v in X. The conditions (II) and (III) assure that A 
is of type (S)+ (see[9]). Let g and JY be the differential operators 
according to the decomposition (1 l), and let B and N denote the 
corresponding mappings from X to X*. Condition (IV) implies that B
is of type (S)+ and 
lim II N” II -xx 
IIUII’~ 11u(/ O* 
We further let (w, u) denote the duality pairing between elements 
w E X* and u E X. For fixed y E Corn(G) and arbitrary v E X, 
I(% F’v>I < 4dII v II? with some constant c(p)). Hence the linear 
functional g,(v) = (v, Y’q) is bounded on X. There exists conse- 
quently an element Toy E X* such that 
for all v E X. The correspondence v + T,,~J defines a (possibly 
unbounded) linear operator T,, from X to Xx with domain C,“(G). 
We assert hat the operator T, is closable. Indeed, let # E Corn(G) be 
fixed. Then there exists aconstant d(#) such that 
for all y E C,“(G). We conclude that the set C,“(G) is contained in the 
domain of the operator (T,)* adjoint o T,, . Hence (T,,)* is densely 
defined, and the closure T = (T,,)** of T, exists. Condition (VI) 
finally implies that the set Coffi( G) is a core of the operator T* ([24,26]), 
i.e. that 
o,= T*. (12) 
Here (T*), denotes again the restriction of T* to the set C,“(G), and 
(T*), means the closure of the operator (T*), . The proof of relation 
(12) is analoguous to a proof carried through in [18] (Lemma 4.4); 
we refer therefore to that place. Since (T,v, q~) = (v, F’y) > 0 
and ((T*),p, v) = (T,,rp, 9)>, 0 for all y E Corn(G), the operators 
T and T* are monotone. Consequently the mappings T and T* are 
maximal monotone by a theorem of B&is [5]. 
Let ~EL~( G) be given. Then there exists gf E X* such that ( f, y) : 
( gl , 9’) for all q E C,“(G). By definition, a function u E X is solution 
of the generalized Dirichlet problem for the equation (Y + &)u = 
f, f E L2(G), if and only if (u, 7’~) + a(u, 97) = ( f, y>, i.e., 
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Kl% 4 + (Au9 d = ( gf 9 49 f or all v E C,,“(G). This last relation 
holds exactly if T*u + Au = gf . 
Suppose now that the generalized Dirichlet problem for the homo- 
geneous equation (Y + 9)~ = 0 admits only the solution u = 0. 
Then T*u + Bu = 0 only for u = 0, and Theorem 5 implies that the 
range of T* + A is all of X*. This proves the assertion of Theorem 10. 
We consider now a variant of Theorem 10, based on the abstract 
Theorem 6 rather than on Theorem 5. We introduce the following 
conditions: 
(III’) For each y, y’ in RSm’, 
c M3(? 713 5) - YtM6 - 3%‘) - c7s 
IBI=TTI 
as 1 5 / -+ co, uniformly for bounded 7. 
(IV’) The requirements of condition (IV) hold, with the 
assumptions (I) to (III) on the odd homogeneous operator AI? replaced 
by conditions (I), (II), and (III’). 
(VI’) There exists a positive constant c such that 
(4 vw+~) 3 c II @I II2 
for all 24 in O((YO’)+) n X, 
<VP Pi>+fJ> 3 c II v II2 
for all z, in D((Ya)+) n X. 
The conditions (I), (II) and (III’) imply that the mapping A 
corresponding to the differential operator & is bounded, continuous 
and pseudo-monotone from X into X*([ 111). 
THEOREM 11. Let the differential operators & and F satisfy the 
conditions (I), (II), (III’), (IV’) and (V), (VI’), respectively. Then the 
assertion of Theorem 10 holds. 
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